
Prices in this buying guide are valid as at 1 September 2020, and are subject to change. Please check IKEA.com.au for detailed 
product information. All units require assembly.

Storage for growing children
SMÅSTAD is a storage system developed based on the child’s 
perspective. We want to make it easier and more fun to get dressed 
on their own and keep things organised. After all, children are not 
small-sized adults, they interact with their surroundings differently 
and are also constantly developing. The system comprises of a 
changing table, bench, loft bed with a desk, as well as various 
wardrobes and chests of drawers. Smart accessories will help you 
easily update the pieces of furniture so that they keep up with the 
times over many years – making them a little kinder to your wallet.

Buying guide

SMÅSTAD
System

Safety
Children are curious and imagina-
tive and can sometimes be difficult 
to predict. That’s why we always 
perform risk analyses and test our 
children’s furniture to ensure the 
pieces are suitable for children. 
Don’t forget to use the included 
safety fittings and secure furniture 
properly to the wall which has a 
height of 60 cm or more.
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SMÅSTAD grows with your child

Designed for children
When we developed the SMÅSTAD storage system, we based it 
on the needs of children’s and how they’re constantly evolv-
ing. With features like hooks at a height that’s just right, it will 
be easier for them to take down and hang up their clothes on 
their own instead of the clothes ending up in a pile on the floor. 
Children’s needs are also about safety. SMÅSTAD has soft edges, 
rounded corners and the door hinges have built-in dampers 
that reduce the risk of small fingers being jammed.

Safety and maintenance
Children rarely do what we adults expect. They play and use 
things in ways that can be difficult to predict, so that’s why we 
perform risk analyses and safety tests for all of our children’s 
furniture. For pieces of furniture with a height 60 cm or more, 
you also need to ensure an important safety measure: follow 
the assembly instructions and anchor the furniture to the wall 
with the included safety fittings to prevent it from tipping over. 
You clean the frames and fronts of the furniture with a damp 
cloth and mild detergent, then wipe dry with a clean cloth.

Endless possibilities
SMÅSTAD is a super flexible system. You can choose between 
different frames, fronts, handles, details and accessories to 
create a combination that suits the needs and space at home. If 
you don’t want to fully plan the storage, we offer a selection of 
ready-made combinations that you can easily take home with 
you right away.

Smart solutions for limited space
Children grow, but the space at home doesn’t always get bigger. 
With SMÅSTAD you can maximise the use of space since the 
units can be used in different ways and also change over time. 
SMÅSTAD loft bed turns into a room within the room – with a 
desk, shelves and a wardrobe. SMÅSTAD changing table can 
grow with the child and eventually transforms into a desk.
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Good to know

Living with children is a world of constant change – something 
most parents around the globe probably agree with. That’s why 
we made SMÅSTAD as flexible and changeable as possible. Then 
the storage furniture can keep up with the times and change 
based on the child’s age and needs.

Ages 0-2 years – calm start with  
safe routines
With a combination of SMÅSTAD changing table and storage, 
you can create a cosy, safe and practical place for changing 
nappies and storing clothes and other things related to caring 
for your baby. As your child develops and understands more of 
their surroundings, you can put up colourful pictures around 
the changing table and hang up a baby mobile that grabs their 
attention.
* SMÅSTAD changing table arriving late 2021.

Ages 3-7 years – full speed ahead  
and a lot can-do spirit
The storage in SMÅSTAD can be divided into different levels. In 
the upper part you can hang garments that are not used every 
day, and in the lower part your child can reach just the right 
amount of clothes on hooks or in drawers. Being able to take re-
sponsibility for their things and get dressed on their own helps 
the child grow and feel independent.

Ages 8-14 years – personality takes its 
prominent role
At this age, the child fully explores his or her identity and is 
happy to show it. That’s why, among other things, we’ve cre-
ated a cork door where they can freely display their style and 
interests – without the wall being dotted with holes. Use hooks 
on both the inside and outside of SMÅSTAD to make it faster to 
hang clothes, backpacks and other things that easily end up on 
the floor.
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Good to know about the pull-out wardrobe

1. At the top there is a fixed drawer with space for all the small 
things that easily get displaced.

2. The hinges have built-in dampers so that the doors close 
softly and do not risk jamming any fingers.

3. Hooks on the inside and outside make it easier for your child 
to hang up clothes, backpacks and other things off the floor.

4. The high edges of the bottom are used to strengthen the 
structure, while also creating a storage box. 

5. It hurts to hit a sharp edge. That’s why the corners of all 
doors and drawers in SMÅSTAD are softly rounded.

6. With symbols in HÄNGIG label holder, it will be easier for 
both children and adults to organise the insides of drawers 
and wardrobes

1

2

3

3

3

4

5

In the pull-out lower part of the wardrobe, your child has a full 
overview and can reach hooks and drawers from two sides. 
The hooks make it easy to both take down and hang clothes 
and other belongings up again. In the upper part you can store 
clothes and other things that are not used every day.

6
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How to build SMÅSTAD

Other parts included in this combination: 

LÄTTHET suspension rail, 60 cm 803.863.76 2 pcs
LÄTTHET hook and clip 904.369.79 3 pcs
LÄTTHET leg, adjustable, white, 4-p 603.875.79 2 pcs
HJÄLPA clothes rail, 60×55 cm, white 803.874.51 1 pc
HJÄLPA hook for clothes rail 704.461.49 1 pc

Note! Handles are not included in the price. 

We have a wide range of ready-made SMÅSTAD combinations to 
choose from. You can find them in the store or on our website 
at www.IKEA.com. If you like, you can adapt the ready-made 
combination to better suit your needs and style. Use SMÅSTAD 

planning tool to change the interior or the size of your storage 
solution. You can also use the planning tool to customise your 
own unique SMÅSTAD combination from scratch. 

1× 
SMÅSTAD  
pull-out  
storage unit 
60×55×196 cm

2× 
PLATSA  
frame
60×55×60 cm

2× 
SMÅSTAD top 
for storage 
module 
60×55 cm

2× 
SMÅSTAD
wall storage
60×30×60 cm

1× 
SMÅSTAD  
door 
30×90 cm

2× 
SMÅSTAD 
door 
30×60 cm

12×
HJÄLPA 
soft closing  
hinge

2× 
SMÅSTAD  
drawer front 
60×30 cm

2× 
KONSTRUERA  
drawer without 
front
30 cm

2×
KONSTRUERA  
shelf 
60×30 cm

2× 
HJÄLPA  
shelf 
60×55 cm

SMÅSTAD/PLATSA storage cabinet, 180×55×196 cm,  
white white/with pullout.
This combination 693.924.25 $790

There are four simple steps to follow: 

1. Choose frames based on your needs and how much space 
there is in the room.

2. Choose the style of doors and drawer fronts. Does it look 
best with neutral white or a colour?

3. When planning the interior of your SMÅSTAD, it is good to 
first think about what the daily routines are like and what 
needs to be stored. Complete the wardrobe with drawers, 
wire baskets, hooks and other details from our wide range of 
accessories. 

4. Think about which handles or knobs you want on the doors 
and drawer fronts. Choose from our various options to cre-
ate the style you want.

Here we illustrate the process with the example of the storage 
solution with pull-out. 
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Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 

Ready-made combinations

Overall size: 90×50×48 cm
This combination with white fronts $104 (993.891.53)
Shopping list

SMÅSTAD bench, 90×50×48 cm, white 1 pc
SMÅSTAD box, 90×49×48 cm, white 1 pc

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

Overall size: 80×55×108 cm
This combination with white fronts $253 (793.890.12)
Shopping list

SMÅSTAD pull-out storage unit, 80×55×108 cm 1 pc
KONSTRUERA wire basket, 25 cm 5 pcs
HJÄLPA pull-out rail for basket, 55 cm, white, 2-p 5 pcs
HJÄLPA hook for clothes rail, 2-p 1 pc
LÄTTHET hook and clip, 2-p 2 pcs

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

Overall size: 60×55×196 cm 
This combination with white fronts $283 (093.890.20)
Shopping list

SMÅSTAD pull-out storage unit, 60×55×196 cm 1 pc
SMÅSTAD door, 30×90 cm, white, 2-p 1 pc
HJÄLPA soft closing hinge, 1-p 4 pcs
HJÄLPA clothes rail, 60×55 cm, white 1 pc
HJÄLPA hook for clothes rail, 2-p 1 pc
LÄTTHET hook and clip, 2-p 2 pcs

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

Here you see examples of our ready-made combinations. If you 
want to change the style you can choose other fronts, which in 
some cases affects the price. Handles and knobs also enhance 

to style and expression, but are not included in the price. For 
more information and pricing information, contact a local sales-
person or visit our website at www.IKEA.com.
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Overall size: 60×30×60 cm
This combination with white fronts $120 (893.898.94)
Shopping list

SMÅSTAD wall storage, 60×30×60 cm 1 pc
LÄTTHET suspension rail, 60 cm 1 pc
SMÅSTAD door, 30×60 cm, white, 2-p 1 pc
HJÄLPA soft closing hinge, 1-p 4 pcs
KONSTRUERA shelf, 60×30 cm, white 1 pc

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

Overall size: 60×55×123 cm
This combination with white fronts $227 (293.878.07)
Shopping list

PLATSA frame, 60×55×120 cm, white 1 pc
LÄTTHET leg, adjustable, white, 4-p 1 pc
SMÅSTAD top for storage module, 60×55 cm 1 pc
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×15 cm, white 2 pcs
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 15 cm 2 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×30 cm, white 1 pc
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 30 cm 1 pc
HJÄLPA shelf, 60×55 cm, white 2 pcs

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

Overall size: 60×55×123 cm
This combination with white fronts $294 (393.876.56)
Shopping list
PLATSA frame, 60×55×120 cm, white 1 pc
LÄTTHET leg, adjustable, white, 4-p 1 pc
SMÅSTAD top for storage module, 60×55 cm 1 pc
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×15 cm, white 4 pcs
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 15 cm 4 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×30 cm, white 2 pcs
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 30 cm 2 pcs

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 

Ready-made combinations
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Overall size: 60×55×63 cm
This combination with white fronts $177 (093.875.25)
Shopping list

PLATSA frame, 60×55×60 cm, white 103.309.72 1 pc
LÄTTHET leg, adjustable, white, 4-p 203.311.98 1 pc
SMÅSTAD top for storage module, 60×55 cm 504.728.27 1 pc
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×15 cm, white 004.340.98 2 pcs
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 15 cm 504.367.78 2 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×30 cm, white 704.341.13 1 pc
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 30 cm 404.367.74 1 pc

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

Overall size: 60×55×180 cm
This combination with white fronts $329 (993.880.40)
Shopping list

PLATSA frame, 60×55×180 cm, white 1 pc
LÄTTHET leg, adjustable, white, 4-p 1 pc
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×15 cm, white 4 pcs
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 15 cm 4 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×30 cm, white 2 pcs
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 30 cm 2 pcs
HJÄLPA shelf, 60×55 cm, white 2 pcs

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

Overall size: 60×55×120 cm
This combination with white fronts $218 (193.883.22)

Note! This combination also exist in 40 cm depth (993.903.16)

Shopping list

PLATSA frame, 60×55×120 cm, white 1 pc
LÄTTHET leg, adjustable, white, 4-p 1 pc
SMÅSTAD top for storage module, 60×55 cm 1 pc
SMÅSTAD door, 30×120 cm, white, 2-p 1 pc
HJÄLPA soft closing hinge, 1-p 4 pcs
HJÄLPA wire basket, 60×55 cm, white 1 pc
HJÄLPA pull-out rail for basket, 55 cm, white, 2-p 1 pc
HJÄLPA clothes rail, 60×55 cm, white 1 pc
HJÄLPA shelf, 60×55 cm, white 1 pc
LÄTTHET hook and clip, 2-p 1 pc

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 

Ready-made combinations
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Overall size: 60×55×180 cm
This combination with white fronts $338 (993.891.91)
Shopping list
PLATSA frame, 60×55×180 cm, white 1 pc
LÄTTHET leg, adjustable, white, 4-p 1 pc
SMÅSTAD door, 30×120 cm, white, 2-p 1 pc
HJÄLPA soft closing hinge, 1-p 4 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×15 cm, white 2 pcs
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 15 cm 2 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×30 cm, white 1 pc
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 30 cm 1 pc
HJÄLPA wire basket, 60×55 cm, white 1 pc
HJÄLPA pull-out rail for basket, 55 cm, white, 2-p 1 pc
HJÄLPA shelf, 60×55 cm, white 2 pcs
HJÄLPA clothes rail, 60×55 cm, white 1 pc
HJÄLPA hook for clothes rail, 2-p 1 pc
LÄTTHET hook and clip, 2-p 1 pc

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

Overall size: 60×55×180 cm
This combination with white fronts $332 (193.899.77)
Shopping list

PLATSA frame, 60×55×180 cm, white 1 pc
LÄTTHET leg, adjustable, white, 4-p 1 pc
SMÅSTAD door, 30×90 cm, white, 2-p 1 pc
HJÄLPA soft closing hinge, 1-p 4 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×15 cm, white 2 pcs
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 15 cm, white 2 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×30 cm, white 2 pcs
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 30 cm, white 2 pcs
HJÄLPA shelf, 60×55 cm, white 1 pc
HJÄLPA clothes rail, 60×55 cm, white 1 pc
LÄTTHET hook and clip 1 pc

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

Overall size: 60×55×180 cm
This combination with white fronts $276 (593.892.73)

Shopping list

PLATSA frame, 60×55×180 cm, white 1 pc
LÄTTHET leg, adjustable, white, 4-p 1 pc
SMÅSTAD door, 30×90 cm, white, 2-p 2 pcs
HJÄLPA soft closing, hinge, 1-p 8 pcs
HJÄLPA shelf, 60×55 cm, white 1 pc
HJÄLPA clothes rail, 60×55 cm, white 2 pcs
HJÄLPA hook for clothes rail, 2-p 1 pc
LÄTTHET hook and clip, 2-p 1 pc

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 

Ready-made combinations
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Overall size: 180×55×196 cm
This combination with white fronts $790 (693.924.25)
Shopping list

SMÅSTAD pull-out storage unit, 60×55×196 cm 1 pc
PLATSA frame, 60×55×60 cm, white 2 pcs
LÄTTHET leg, adjustable, white, 4-p 2 pcs
SMÅSTAD top for storage module, 60×55 cm 2 pcs
SMÅSTAD wall storage, 60×30×60 cm 2 pcs
LÄTTHET suspension rail, 60 cm 2 pcs
SMÅSTAD door, 30×90 cm, white, 2-p 1 pc
SMÅSTAD door, 30×60 cm, white, 2-p 2 pcs
HJÄLPA soft closing hinge, 1-p 12 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×30 cm, white 2 pcs
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 30 cm 2 pcs
KONSTRUERA shelf, 60×30 cm, white 2 pcs
HJÄLPA shelf, 60×55 cm, white 2 pcs 
HJÄLPA clothes rail, 60×55 cm, white 1 pc
HJÄLPA hook for clothes rail, 2-p 1 pc
LÄTTHET hook and clip, 2-p 3 pcs

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

Overall size: 150×55×180 cm
This combination with white fronts $439 (493.913.04)
Shopping list

SMÅSTAD bench, 90×50×48cm, white 1 pc
PLATSA frame, 60×55×180 cm, white 1 pc
LÄTTHET leg, adjustable, white, 4-p 1 pc
SMÅSTAD door, 30×120 cm, white, 2-p 1 pc
HJÄLPA soft closing hinge, 1-p 4 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×15 cm, white 2 pcs
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 15 cm 2 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×30 cm, white 1 pc
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 30 cm 1 pc
SMÅSTAD box, 90×49×48 cm, white 1 pc
HJÄLPA wire basket, 60×55 cm, white 1 pc
HJÄLPA pull-out rail for basket, 55 cm, white, 2-p 1 pc
HJÄLPA shelf, 60×55 cm, white 2 pcs
HJÄLPA clothes rail, 60×55 cm, white 1 pc
LÄTTHET hook and clip, 2-p 1 pc

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 

Ready-made combinations

Overall size: 240×55×180 cm
This combination with white fronts $904 (493.909.98)
Shopping list

PLATSA frame, 60×55×180 cm, white 2 pcs
LÄTTHET leg, adjustable, white, 4-p 2 pcs
SMÅSTAD wall storage, 60×30×60 cm 2 pcs
LÄTTHET suspension rail, 60 cm 2 pcs
SMÅSTAD door, 30×90 cm, white, 2-p 2 pcs
SMÅSTAD door, 30×60 cm, white, 2-p 2 pcs
HJÄLPA soft closing hinge, 1-p 16 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×15 cm, white 4 pcs
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 15 cm 4 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×30 cm, white 4 pcs
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 30 cm 4 pcs
KONSTRUERA shelf, 60×30 cm, white 2 pcs
HJÄLPA shelf, 60×55 cm, white 2 pcs
HJÄLPA clothes rail, 60×55 cm, white 2 pcs
LÄTTHET hook and clip, 2-p 2 pcs

Note! Handles are not included in the price.
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SMÅSTAD loft bed with desk and storage

The desk is mounted parallel to the bed and the wardrobe 
doors are on the outside. If you mount your SMÅSTAD loft bed 
like this, with the wardrobe doors on the outside, you have a 
perfect space for the desk under the bed.  
Overall dimensions: 206×104×182 cm

The desk is mounted perpendicular to the bed and the 
wardrobe doors are on the inside. If space in the room is tight, 
you can mount the desk perpendicular to the bed, with the 
wardrobe doors so that they open from the inside.  
Overall dimensions: 206×148×182 cm

The desk is mounted perpendicular to the bed and the 
wardrobe doors are on the outside. If the space in the room 
is very generous, you can choose to mount the desk perpen-
dicular to the bed, with the wardrobe doors so that they are 
accessed from the outside.
Overall dimensions: 206×148×182 cm

The ladder is mounted to the left of the bed. SMÅSTAD loft 
bed becomes even more flexible thanks to it being possible to 
mount the ladder on either the right or the left side of the bed. 
Choose the solution that best suits your room and your needs.  
Overall dimensions: 206×104×182 cm

• Bunk and loft beds are recommended for children from the 
age of 6 years.

• Minimum ceiling height is 240 cm.
• We recommend a mattress that is max. 20 cm thick.
• The ladder can be mounted on the right or the left side of 

the bed.

The illustrations below show how SMÅSTAD loft bed can be 
assembled in several different ways depending on the shape of 
room and the needs. Add doors, drawers and details based on 
your needs and style. The smart cable management of the desk 
adds to the orderliness. The non-slip ladder has space for hands 
at the edges of each step and two handles at the top make it 
easy to climb up and down. 
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Shopping list

SMÅSTAD loft bed frame w desk and storage, 90×200 cm, white 1 pc
SMÅSTAD door, 30×120 cm, white, 2-p 1 pc
HJÄLPA soft closing hinge, 1-p 4 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×15 cm, white 3 pcs
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 15 cm 3 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×30 cm, white 1 pc
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 30 cm 1 pc
HJÄLPA clothes rail, 60×55 cm, white 1 pc

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

Shopping list

SMÅSTAD loft bed frame w desk and storage, 90×200 cm, white 1 pc
SMÅSTAD door, 30×120 cm, white, 2-p 1 pc
HJÄLPA soft closing hinge, 1-p 4 pcs
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×15 cm, white 1 pc
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 15 cm 1 pc
SMÅSTAD drawer front, 60×30 cm, white 2 pcs
KONSTRUERA drawer without front, 30 cm 2 pcs
HJÄLPA clothes rail, 60×55 cm, white 1 pc

Note! Handles are not included in the price.

SMÅSTAD loftbed/desk combinations

SMÅSTAD loftbed/desk – complementary products

FUBBLA LED work lamp, Perfect lighting for doing crafts, 
drawing or building since you can direct the light where 
you like. 
White 203.257.10 $49

FUBBLA LED wall lamp. This lamp is playfully simple to dim. 
Perfect for reading stories or creating cosy lighting.
White 403.816.01 $39

MALFORS foam mattress, 92×189 cm. 

Medium firm/white 302.722.97 $129

MOSHULT foam mattress, 92×189 cm.

Firm/white 202.723.49 $99

Loftbed combination with 4 drawers in the desk cabinet.
Overall size: 206×104×182 cm Bed size: 90×200 cm 
This combination $741 (393.920.97)

Loftbed combination with 3 drawers in the desk cabinet. 
Overall size: 206×104×182 cm Bed size: 90×200 cm
This combination $718 (393.914.46)
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All parts and prices

55 cm deep frames
PLATSA frame, white. 

60×55×60 cm* 303.874.82 $55

60×55×120 cm* 603.862.59 $75

60×55×180 cm* 003.874.88 $100

Pull-out frames
SMÅSTAD Pull-out storage unit, white. 

80×55×108 cm* 604.369.66 $179

60×55×196 cm* 304.369.63 $199

40 cm deep frames
PLATSA frame, white.

60×40×60 cm* 303.874.77 $45

60×40×120 cm* 803.862.58 $65

60×40×180 cm* 403.874.86 $85

30 cm deep wall frame
SMÅSTAD Wall storage, white.

60×30×60 cm* 804.335.23 $40

Other articles
SMÅSTAD Bench, white. To be completed with SMÅSTAD 
box.
90×50×48 cm 404.335.44 $50

SMÅSTAD Loft bed with desk and storage, white. Min. 
ceiling height required: 240 cm. 
Matress size single  92×189 cm 704.540.40* $529

SMÅSTAD Top for storage module, white. 

60×40 cm 704.728.31 $20
60×55 cm 304.728.28 $20

LÄTTHET Suspension rail for wall attachment.

60 cm 803.863.76 $10

Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 

* This furniture must be secured to the wall.
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All parts and prices

Doors and drawer fronts
All SMÅSTAD doors are sold in packs of 2. Handles and knobs 
are sold separately. Complete doors with HJÄLPA soft closing 
hinges.

SMÅSTAD Door 120 cm, 30×120 cm, 2-pack.

White 704.341.89 $60
White with frame 104.342.05 $60
Pale pink 004.342.01 $60
Pale turquoise 904.341.93 $60
Green 004.341.97 $60
Grey 004.513.61 $60
Birch 304.342.09 $60
Blackboard surface, anthracite 504.460.70 $60

SMÅSTAD Door 90 cm, 30×90 cm, 2-pack

White 104.341.68 $50
White with frame 204.341.77 $50
Pale pink 404.341.62 $50
Pale turquoise 004.341.78 $50
Green 404.341.81 $50
Grey 104.513.70 $50
Birch 804.341.60 $50
Cork 304.460.71 $80

SMÅSTAD Door 60 cm, 30×60 cm, 2-pack

White 204.342.24 $40
White with frame 304.342.28 $40
Pale pink 504.342.27 $40
Pale turquoise 904.342.25 $40
Green 704.342.26 $40
Grey 904.513.66 $40
Birch 104.342.29 $40

SMÅSTAD Drawer front, 60×30 cm. Complete with 
KONSTRUERA drawer without front. 
White 404.341.19 $12
White with frame 704.341.27 $18
Pale pink 104.341.25 $15
Pale turquoise 004.341.21 $15
Green 604.341.23 $15
Grey 604.513.77 $15
Birch 304.341.29 $15

SMÅSTAD Drawer front, 60×15 cm. Complete with 
KONSTRUERA drawer without front.
White 204.341.01 $10
Pale pink 904.341.07 $10
Pale turquoise 804.341.03 $10
Green 304.341.05 $10
Grey 304.513.74 $10
Birch 104.341.11 $10

Hinges and legs

HJÄLPA Soft closing hinge.

1-pack 103.869.83 $5

LÄTTHET Leg, adjustable, white, 4-pack. Keep your ward-
robe standing straight on uneven floors.
White 603.875.79 $5

LÄTTHET Leg, white/metal, 4-pack.

11 cm 203.955.95 $15

LÄTTHET Leg, white/wood, 4-pack.

11 cm 903.955.92 $20

Handles and knobs

BEGRIPA Handle, 13 cm, 2-pack.

White 104.461.28 $5
Orange 704.461.30 $5
Turquoise 504.461.26 $5

JÄRNSPARV Handle, 14.1 cm, 2-pack

Black 404.461.36 $7

LAPPMES Handle, 11.2 cm, 2-pack.

Birch 304.461.32 $10

PLOCKAR Knob, 4.9 cm, 2-pack.

Wood 904.461.34 $10

Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 
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Interiors
KONSTRUERA Shelf, white.

60×30 cm 604.367.87 $10

HJÄLPA Shelf, white.

60×55 cm 303.862.51 $15
60×40 cm 303.862.46 $15

KONSTRUERA Drawer without front, white. To be com-
pleted with SMÅSTAD drawer front.
60×55×15 cm 304.367.79 $20
60×55×30 cm 104.367.75 $25

SMÅSTAD Box, 90×49×48 cm. Fits SMÅSTAD bench, castors 
included. 
White 404.341.43 $54
Pale pink 504.341.52 $54
Pale turquoise 704.341.46 $54
Green 104.341.49 $54
Grey 604.513.58 $54
Birch 204.341.58 $54

HJÄLPA Wire basket, white. To be completed with HJÄLPA 
pull-out rail for wire basket.
60×55×15 cm 903.874.98 $10
60×40×15 cm 303.874.96 $10

KONSTRUERA Wire basket, white. Fits SMÅSTAD low pull 
out unit and changing table/desk. To be completed with 
HJÄLPA pull-out rail for baskets, 55 cm.
25×52×13 cm 004.513.80 $8

HJÄLPA Pull-out rail for basket, white, 2-pack.

55 cm 703.874.61 $5
40 cm 103.874.59 $5

HJÄLPA Clothes rail, white. 

60×55 cm 803.874.51 $5
60×40 cm 404.501.28 $10

All parts and prices

Accessories
HÄNGIG Mirror round, white.

26 cm 404.461.55 $10

LÄTTHET Hook and clip, white. 

2-pack 904.369.79 $3

HJÄLPA Hook for clothes rail, white.

2-pack 704.461.49 $3

HÄNGIG Label holder, 5-pack. 10 labels with different il-
lustrations are included.
6×2×6 cm 804.513.24 $4

Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 
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Interior accessories

BÄNKKAMRAT Bench pad, 90×50×3 cm. Fits SMÅSTAD 
bench, and turns it into soft comfortable seating.
Dot pattern 604.618.90 $20
Turquoise 804.811.99 $20

BAGIS Children’s coat-hanger, 8-pack.

Mixed colours 804.665.99 $2

HÄNGA Children’s coat-hanger, 5-pack.

Natural 201.787.71 $5

TROFAST Storage box. 

20×30×10 cm
White 601.693.12 $3
Black 802.525.79 $3

42×30×10 cm
White 001.416.70 $4
Pink 604.662.89 $4

Yellow 103.080.04 $4
Green 204.662.86 $4
42×30×23 cm
White 401.416.73 $5
Pink 304.662.76 $5
Orange 104.662.82 $5
42×30×36 cm
White 501.362.04 $9

UPPRYMD Box, 18×27×17 cm, 3-pack. Great fit for SMÅSTAD 
wall storage.
Black/yellow/turquoise 404.622.54 $15

UPPRYMD Box, 25×44×17 cm.

Yellow 104.622.60 $9

UPPRYMD Box, 25×44×25 cm.

Turquoise 404.622.68 $9

UPPRYMD Box, 38×42×33 cm. Great fit for SMÅSTAD pull 
out.
White/black patterned 904.622.99 $10
Pink 204.857.70 $10

Complete your new storage solution with your choice of boxes 
and inserts from our extensive range of interior accessories. 
They give you even more options for a smarter way to store all 
your childs items, or your own.

JÄTTELIK storage bag, H43 cm, Ø42 cm.

Dinosaur 404.642.05 $15

BYGGLEK LEGO® box with lid, set of 3. 

White 804.534.03 $20

BYGGLEK LEGO® box with lid, white. 

26×18×12 cm 304.534.05 $20
35×26×12 cm 904.534.07 $22

GLIS Box with lid, 17×10 cm, 3-pack. Fits the top box in 
SMÅSTAD pull out.
Transparent 604.661.47 $5
Yellow/Blue 204.661.54 $5

GLIS Box with lid, 34×21 cm.

Transparent 802.831.04 $7

RASSLA Box with compartments, white, 2-pack. 

Fits KONSTRUERA drawer, 30 cm
25×41×16 cm 604.180.81 $10
Fits KONSTRUERA drawer, 15 cm
25×41×9 cm 604.213.28 $10

RASSLA Storage with 5 compartments, white

25×40×98 cm 304.213.39 $12.99

STUK Box with compartments, white. 

20×34×10 cm 404.744.26 $6
34×51×10 cm 104.744.42 $10
34×51×18 cm 204.744.46 $13

Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 
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For the latest information regarding IKEA services including remote planning, 
contactless click and collect, contactless assembly and delivery visit IKEA.com.au

You can do it yourself, 
but you don’t have to
IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled yourself.  
But if you would like some help, we can offer you a range of services.  
IKEA is continually improving its services offers.  For the latest information 
regarding remote planning and click & collect services contact your local 
IKEA store or visit IKEA.com.au

Interest free finance available
To realise your dream today, we offer interest free finance* to 
approved customers. You can apply online or over the phone.

*Terms, conditions, fees, charges and lending criteria apply.

Delivery
Can’t take your furniture with you? 
We’ll bring it to your home or workplace.

Assembly
Sometimes it’s nice to have someone else put your 
furniture together. We’re happy to do it for you.


